Shrinking the size of a laser device to the nanometer scale leads to two mutually connected advantages over conventional lasers: laser light beyond the diffraction limit and ultrafast modulation bandwidths.^[@ref1]−[@ref6]^ Organic lasers are one of the major trends in modern lasing research^[@ref7]−[@ref9]^ due to their low cost and ease of fabrication. They can also exhibit high modulation speeds.^[@ref10],[@ref11]^ Here we demonstrate a more than 100 GHz modulation bandwidth for an organic dye nanoparticle-array laser with a high beam directionality, stability, and tunability of the dynamics. The lasing is generated in a system of gold nanoparticles arranged in a periodic array immersed in IR-140 dye solution. The demonstrated ultrafast dynamics are essential for the implementation of nanolasers to practical optoelectronic applications, such as sensing and optical switching, where a subwavelength laser light and ultrafast, low-power lasing operation are required.

Surface lattice resonances (SLRs) are collective optical modes arising from radiative coupling of localized surface plasmon resonances with diffractive orders (DOs) in metal nanoparticle arrays. Such plasmonic lattices provide dispersive modes that can be used to modify the density of states (DOS) and can be brought to strong coupling with emitters.^[@ref12],[@ref13]^ Recent studies have shown that plasmonic structures coupled to organic molecules can shorten the spontaneous decay time of the excited state to the picosecond range, corresponding to a few 100-fold Purcell enhancement in the linear regime.^[@ref14]^ Lasing in these plasmonic periodic structures combined with an organic gain medium has been reported in the weak^[@ref14]−[@ref20]^ and strong^[@ref21]^ coupling regimes, but a study of the lasing dynamics is notably absent. In previous studies, transient absorption spectroscopy of IR-140 dye emitters near metallic particles was performed and revealed a significant quenching of the excited state lifetime from ∼1 ns to a few tens of picoseconds,^[@ref14],[@ref18]^ but did not give a pulse build-up time and pulse duration. Actual lasing dynamics in plasmonic systems have been studied only in the case of inorganic semiconductor gain media.^[@ref4]^ There, a ZnO nanowire was coupled to a metallic mirror, and lasing was generated at the interface of the nanowire/metal. However, direct observation of the lasing beam directionality and momentum-space distribution was inaccessible. Here we present the first extensive investigation of ultrafast lasing dynamics in organic nanoparticle-array lasers; it is also among the first time-resolved studies realized in all types of nanolasers.^[@ref4],[@ref22],[@ref23]^ By tuning the periodicity of the nanoparticle array, and thereby the band-edge where lasing occurs, we found a trade-off between having a highly directional intense lasing beam and high modulation speeds.

We consider cylindrical gold nanoparticles patterned in 100 μm × 100 μm square lattice with periods of 565--585 nm ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a) and IR-140 laser dye molecules in a solvent placed on top of the array ([Methods](#sec2){ref-type="other"}). In this configuration, optical confinement is provided by the SLR mode, while gain is supplied by the IR-140 molecules near the gold particles. The SLR dispersion closely follows the DOs of the lattice, which cross at the Γ-point (*k*~∥~ = *k*~*x*,*y*~ = 0). [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b shows the angle-resolved transmission measured along the detection axis (*y*-axis) of a 570 nm periodicity array and indicates the position of the SLR band-edge. Here we used transmission to map out the E(*k*~*y*~) SLR dispersion, with *k*~*y*~ = (ω/*c*)sin θ being the in-plane momentum along the *y*-direction, where ω is the angular frequency, *c* is the speed of light in a vacuum, and θ is the angle of incidence along the *y*-axis. The band gap opening at the Γ-point results from the coupling between counter-propagating SLR modes and increases with a larger metallic particle volume. Note that lasing emerges at the band-edge where feedback required for lasing is provided by the standing wave nature of the band-edge mode. By shrinking the periodicity of the gold particles, the SLR mode dispersion, along with its band-edge location, is shifted to higher energies.

![(a) Illustration of the double-pump temporal spectroscopy. On the left is a schematic view of the periodic gold cylindrical-nanoparticle array pumped with a strong pulse at *t* and probed with a weak pulse, which is delayed by Δ*t*. The sample is excited by a pulse with electric field polarization along the *x*-axis of the sample (*x*-polarized dipoles). The scale bar is 570 nm. Only part of the array is depicted in the schematic illustration; the actual arrays are of 100 μm × 100 μm size. On the right is a pseudo-3D contour plot of the experimentally acquired output pulse from an array with a periodicity of 570 nm. At threshold, for this periodicity, we obtain a 0.1 THz modulation bandwidth. (b) Transmission of the sample for mapping out the surface lattice resonance mode dispersion and band-edge. The surface lattice resonance band-edge is located at normal incidence, close to the crossing point of the diffractive orders. (c) Output pulse modulation speed as a function of the band-edge energy (array periods of 565--585 nm). We find an increase of the modulation speed when tuning the band-edge toward the blue side of the IR-140 emission (shown as a grayed-out area).](nl-2018-00531q_0001){#fig1}

To gain insight into the ultrafast temporal dynamics of the observed lasing, we utilized a recently developed nonlinear all-optical pump--probe technique called double-pump spectroscopy.^[@ref4]^ In this approach, the time-integrated photoluminescence is recorded ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a right, pseudo-3D contour plot) when a sample is excited by two laser pulses with identical spectral properties but a different power ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a left, sample 3D schematic view): a weak pulse (probe, *P*^w^), which generates spontaneous emission (*I*^w^), and a strong pulse (pump, *P*^s^), which generates laser/nonlinear emission (*I*^s^). Remarkably, we have measured modulation speeds in the hundreds of GHz regime by tuning the band-edge to the blue side of the IR-140 emission. This is shown in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}c where the output pulse bandwidth is plotted as a function of the band-edge energy.

We studied the linear and nonlinear emission properties of the lasing as a function of the pump pulse fluence. [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a shows a power dependence measurement of photoluminescence collected at normal incidence (0°, *k*~∥~ = 0) from an array with 570 nm periodicity. For an increasing pump fluence, we find that at the threshold of 132 μJ/cm^2^, the strong increase of the photoluminescence is accompanied by a collapse in line width, indicative of the increase in temporal coherence. A second plateau of the linear regime is reached at ∼150 μJ/cm^2^, where the total emission is increased by 3 orders of magnitude, corresponding to a spontaneous emission coupling factor (β-factor) of ∼0.001. Photobleaching and unstable lasing are common problems in organic semiconductors and dyes.^[@ref9]^ In addition, the ultrashort and intense pulses used in the high temporal-resolution pump--probe measurements can permanently damage the metallic nanostructures and dye molecules, leading to a false estimation of the threshold and misinterpretation of the temporal dynamics. The standard deviation error bars in our power dependence curves confirm the sample's highly stable emission characteristics, an important parameter for the reliability of our double-pump measurement.

![(a) Typical power dependence of the band-edge photoluminescence intensity (red dots) and line width (blue squares) is shown for a gold nanoparticle array of 570 nm periodicity immersed in 15 mM IR-140 solution. The inset shows the comparison of power dependence graphs when 50, 150, and 400 nm PVA spacer layer was inserted between the plasmonic array and the IR-140 molecules. (b--d) Photoluminescence below (b) and above threshold (c, d). Note the sharp collapse of the emission to the band-edge. (e, f) Momentum (e) and real-space (f) images of the array lasing emission at 1.5*P*~*th*~. The full-width at half-maximum along θ~*y*~ in part e is identical to that in part d, as expected, and slightly broader, ∼3°, along θ~*x*~. This is attributed to the pump polarization, which generates hot spots at the metallic particles along the *x*-direction: the field distribution and population inversion are thus asymmetric with respect to *x* and *y*, which determines the lasing polarization^[@ref20]^ (*x*-direction) and, furthermore, provides a stronger confinement in *y*-direction (θ~*y*~). Part f shows that emission extends over the entire array, albeit with a slightly higher intensity at the center of the array. Scale bar is 50 μm.](nl-2018-00531q_0002){#fig2}

To confirm that the lasing mode is mostly confined in subwavelength spatial regions near the nanoparticles, we introduced a poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) film that was used as a spacer (in the *z*-direction) between the IR-140 molecules and metallic particles. We performed power dependence measurements for 50, 150, and 400 nm PVA spacers (inset in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a) and observed that a 50 nm spacer increases the threshold 23%, while there was no lasing at all for a 400 nm PVA spacer.

The angle-dependent emission is shown below ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}b), at and above threshold ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}c,d). Below threshold, the emission follows the SLR dispersion that was measured in transmission. At threshold, the emission collapses to the band-edge and is strongly confined in momentum and energy, albeit with some weak uncoupled dye emission. Above threshold, only strong emission from the band-edge is observed. The excellent laser beam quality is shown in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}d where its spectral full-width at half-maximum (fwhm) is ∼1 meV, and the beam is confined within ∼1°. The directionality and strong confinement of the laser beam is shown in the 2D momentum-space image in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}e. The real-space image of the lasing emission is shown in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}f. When the band-edge was located on the red side of the dye emission, we see a decrease of the lasing threshold ([Figure S4b](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.nanolett.8b00531/suppl_file/nl8b00531_si_001.pdf)), similar to what has been previously reported for all of the dye-based vertical cavity surface emitting lasers (VCSELs).^[@ref9]^ This is due to optimization between having the maximum emission at the minimum absorption in a Stokes-shifted gain material.

[Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}a,b depicts the operational principle of the double-pump spectroscopy;^[@ref4]^ see [Methods](#sec2){ref-type="other"} for more details. At negative time delays, Δ*t* \< 0, the weak probe pulse arrives first and that alone cannot create a sufficient population inversion to start lasing action. The population decays slowly through spontaneous decay channels (radiative and nonradiative) until the strong pump pulse arrives and triggers the laser pulse. The behavior of the output intensity for negative delays can be used for measuring the spontaneous decay time, in our case 180 ps ([Figure S5](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.nanolett.8b00531/suppl_file/nl8b00531_si_001.pdf)). At positive delays, Δ*t* \> 0, the pump generates a population inversion that exceeds the threshold value and a lasing pulse is triggered. The probe can contribute to lasing intensity only if it arrives before the generated laser pulse ends. If the probe arrives later, the emitters it excites decay through spontaneous channels and add only a small contribution to the time-integrate output signal, which is a fraction of spontaneous emission determined by the β-factor. To summarize, by varying the delay between pump and probe pulses, we can measure both the Purcell enhancement of spontaneous emission caused by the structure (negative delays) and the dynamics of the lasing pulse (positive delays). Utilizing the power dependence mapping of [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a, the probe was set and kept at 0.05*P*~*th*~ throughout the measurement. We chose the value 0.05*P*~*th*~ as an optimal trade-off between constricting any parametric modification of the lasing dynamics^[@ref24]^ and measurable time-integrated emission response.

![(a, b) Simplified operational principle of the double-pump spectroscopy. (a) Power dependence measurement is used to map the spontaneous (*I*^w^) and stimulated emission intensities (*I*^s^) generated by the probe (*P*^w^) and pump (*P*^s^) pulses, respectively. When the pump and probe pulses excite the sample at the same time (*P*^w^ + *P*^s^), the output intensity takes a maximum value of *I*^w+s^. When *P*^w^ and *P*^s^ are well separated in time, the total time-integrated intensity is *I*^w^ + *I*^s^. (b) By temporally displacing the probe pulse (preceding or following the pump), the spontaneous and stimulated emission (lasing) lifetimes are measured. At zero-delay time, Δ*t* = 0, a dip in the photoluminescence is observed, which is caused by less efficient pumping due to interference fringes when the pulses overlap perfectly in time on the sample ([Figure S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.nanolett.8b00531/suppl_file/nl8b00531_si_001.pdf)). (c) Typical time-integrated photoluminescence for *P*~*th*~, 1.1*P*~*th*~ and 1.2*P*~*th*~ for a 570 nm period array with 100 nm diameter cylindrical particles polarized along the *x*-axis. The probe was kept at 0.05*P*~*th*~. The output pulse duration was estimated by fitting an exponential decay (magenta line, τ) at the positive tail of the double-pump emission. Error bars here are standard deviations from the average value from three different measurement sets, confirming the stability of the lasing. (d) Pulse duration and (e) pulse build-up time dependence on varying the location of the band-edge. We find shortening of both the pulse duration and build-up times when the band-edge is positioned at the blue side of the IR-140 emission (shown in the background of parts d and e). The modulation speed is defined as the inverse of the sum of the pulse build-up and the pulse duration times. The array periods are 565, 570, 575, 580, and 585 nm.](nl-2018-00531q_0003){#fig3}

Since we are interested in the dynamics of the nonlinear regime and due to the very sharp nonlinear response of the laser device, we measured three different pump regimes, namely, *P*~*th*~, 1.1*P*~*th*~, and 1.2*P*~*th*~. [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}c shows the time-integrated lasing emission at the band-edge for varying the delay of the probe pulse. For small negative time delays (Δ*t* \< 0), we see a high value of photoluminescence, as expected when the pump and probe powers sum up to produce *I*^s+w^, and an interference-caused tip at Δ*t* = 0. For positive time delays (Δ*t* \> 0), the time-integrated emission reaches again *I*^s+w^, which is then followed by a rapid decay to *I*^s^ + *I*^w^. In [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}c, we plot the time-integrated emission from an array with band-edge tuned at 1.414 eV. One of the most startling features of our system is the strong dependence of the dynamics on the band-edge location. As we tune the band-edge onto the blue side of the IR-140 emission, an increase of the lasing modulation speed is observed.

Our device is essentially an optically pumped gain-switched laser.^[@ref25]^ First the population inversion is excited well above the threshold with the strong pump pulse. Then, spontaneous emission triggers lasing action, and the upper laser level rapidly depletes by stimulated emission. The population inversion is burned down much below the threshold value, and an output pulse is generated. In the double-pump experiment, the probe pulse reveals the delay between zero-time, the instance when the pump pulse turns the laser on, and the end of laser emission. We can extract the pulse duration (fwhm of the generated pulse) by fitting an exponential function on the positive tail of the time-integrated emission ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}d). We estimate the pulse build-up time ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}e) to be the delay between zero-time and the half-maximum of the time-integrated photoluminescence ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}b). The estimate is based on a rate-equation model ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) and is explained below. The laser modulation bandwidth is determined by the delay between turning the laser on (pump pulse) and the end of laser emission. In our case, the bandwidth is an inverse of the sum of the pulse build-up time and the pulse duration.

![(a) Energy level diagram of the gain medium. (b--e) Rate-equation simulations with a pump and a probe pulse. (b) Typical time-integrated photoluminescence for 1.2*P*~*th*~ with two different parameter choices. The red line corresponds to 570 nm and blue line to 590 nm array period. The smaller period results in a shorter SLR lifetime and τ~32~, and thus faster decay of laser emission is observed ([Methods](#sec2){ref-type="other"}). The probe power was kept at 0.05*P*~*th*~, and the dip at zero-delay time is set manually to represent the interference-caused dip in the experimental data ([Figure S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.nanolett.8b00531/suppl_file/nl8b00531_si_001.pdf)). The three black squares correspond to the temporal locations marked in part e. The laser output peaks at the half-maximum of the time-integrated emission, which we define as the built-up time (point 2). (c--e) Population trajectories corresponding to the parameter choices of the red curve in part b (570 nm period). Input pulses (blue), population inversion *N*~2~ -- *N*~1~ (yellow), and output laser pulse (red). The probe pulse, with delay Δ*t*, is also indicated with arrows for visibility. Dashed horizontal line indicates the threshold value for population inversion and the laser output peaks when the population inversion crosses the threshold value (indicated with a dashed vertical line). (f--h) FDTD simulations of inversion *N*~2~ -- *N*~1~ in the *xy*-plane for an *x*-polarized dipole for three different time frames: (f) before lasing but after the pump pulse (390 fs), (g) when lasing starts (450 fs), and (h) after the generated output pulse (990 fs). The color scale is in mM. At longer times, the peaks in gain match the locations of the vanishing electric field in the array; see the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.nanolett.8b00531/suppl_file/nl8b00531_si_001.pdf), Figure S7. The FDTD simulations in parts f--h were performed with a single pump pulse with a fluence of *I* = 0.03 mJ/cm^2^. For clarity, we have marked the boundary of the nanoparticle with a white dashed line. The difference in time scales between the rate-equation and FDTD simulations comes mainly from a difference in the pumping level. In the FDTD simulations, the pump fluence was set much higher above the threshold level such that the output pulse occurs in a feasible time frame. Also, the rate-equation model shows considerably accelerated dynamics if the pump level is increased to multiple times the threshold ([Figure S13](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.nanolett.8b00531/suppl_file/nl8b00531_si_001.pdf)). The main purpose of the FDTD simulations is to show the spatial dependence of the population inversion and how it corresponds to the field hot spots ([Figure S7](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.nanolett.8b00531/suppl_file/nl8b00531_si_001.pdf)).](nl-2018-00531q_0004){#fig4}

We also studied the lasing dynamics for dipole polarization along the *y*-axis instead of *x* ([Figure S6a--c](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.nanolett.8b00531/suppl_file/nl8b00531_si_001.pdf)), and of arrays with 80 and 100 nm particle diameter, and periodicities of 560--590 nm ([Figure S6d,e](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.nanolett.8b00531/suppl_file/nl8b00531_si_001.pdf)). The band-edge of arrays with 80 nm particles can be tuned to be at the deep-blue side of the IR-140 emission spectrum. Interestingly, at these higher energies, the modulation speed reaches the THz regime; however, this record speed was seen only for a sample with *y*-polarized dipoles. See the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.nanolett.8b00531/suppl_file/nl8b00531_si_001.pdf), Figure S6.

We have measured altogether 30 array samples with periodicities from 565 to 585 nm and particle sizes from 80 to 120 nm, of which all showed clear lasing. For pump fluences up to 11 mJ/cm^2^, we did not observe degradation of the particles or arrays. For pumping powers larger than 0.32 mJ/cm^2^, the lasing dye shows photobleaching, but when the pump is reduced below 0.32 mJ/cm^2^, lasing is recovered due to continuous refreshing of the solvent/dye solution by natural circulation.

To comprehend the dynamics of the lasing action and to extract the build-up time and pulse duration from the experimental time-integrated signal, we use a rate-equation model with a four-level gain medium. The schematic view of the model is shown in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}a and can be described as follows: a Gaussian pump excites a substantial fraction of population into the highest level (*N*~3~), which then decays into the upper laser level (*N*~2~), initiating the inversion (*N*~2~ -- *N*~1~) for the laser transition. Similarly to the experimental configuration ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}a,b), we use a probe pulse, which does not generate a population inversion sufficient for lasing, but it contributes in the output pulse power depending on its relative location in time. Time-integrated photoluminescence is recorded, similar to the experiments, as a function of probe delay, as shown in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}b. The trajectories of input pulses, population inversion between upper and lower laser level (*N*~2~ -- *N*~1~), and generated lasing output pulse are presented in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}c--e for delay times of −3 ps, 3 ps, and 10 ps.

Mapping from time-integrated photoluminescence to the laser pulse generation is shown in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}b,e. First, the pulse build-up time can be defined as the time delay between zero-time and half-maximum of the time-integrated signal (point 2). It corresponds to the maximum lasing output. Second, the point where the decay starts (point 1) and where the decay ends (point 3) confines the output pulse in time. Fitting an exponential function to the slope gives a good estimate for the pulse duration.

The rate-equation simulations help reveal the origin of the acceleration of the dynamics when tuning the band-edge to the blue side of the emission. The pulse duration and build-up times in the simulations depend on the spontaneous emission factor β and on the lifetimes τ~21~, τ~32~, and τ~cav~, where τ~cav~ is the SLR mode lifetime. A thorough analysis of the modulation speed in this four-dimensional parameter space is presented in [Figure S12](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.nanolett.8b00531/suppl_file/nl8b00531_si_001.pdf). It reveals that, for parameter ranges relevant for our experiments, the cavity (SLR mode) lifetime is the dominant factor. Therefore, the shortening of the SLR mode lifetime at higher energies is likely the main explanation for the observed faster dynamics.

In FDTD simulations, we can include the spatial dependence of the fields, which the rate-equation model does not do ([Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.nanolett.8b00531/suppl_file/nl8b00531_si_001.pdf), Method 2), and obtain a microscopic picture of the lasing action. Notably, while inversion is quite homogeneous away from the particles, it can be strongly inhomogeneous close to it ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}f--h). This reflects the strong position dependence of the electric field close to the metallic particles. In the FDTD simulations, the lasing pulse appears earlier than in measurements, which is due to a relatively large uncertainty in the parameters of the four-level model for the gain media and the threshold. Here, we are most probably high above the threshold, as also the rate-equation model generates a laser pulse within a picosecond when the pump is set at 8*P*~*th*~ ([Figure S13](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.nanolett.8b00531/suppl_file/nl8b00531_si_001.pdf)). The faster pulse dynamics for larger pump fluences corresponds to an increasing line width of the lasing emission in the frequency domain.

Plasmonic lattices are a versatile system where a variety of different geometries, superlattices, nanoparticle shapes, and gain materials can be easily realized. This has already lead to demonstrations of strong coupling,^[@ref13]^ single- and multimode lasing in bright and dark modes both in the weak^[@ref14],[@ref19],[@ref20]^ and strong^[@ref21]^ coupling regimes, as well as very recently Bose--Einstein condensation.^[@ref26]^ Our demonstration of ultrafast, tunable dynamics in plasmonic lattices therefore has ramifications for a wide range of new fundamental phenomena and applications.

To summarize, we have experimentally demonstrated a 100 GHz modulation bandwidth of lasing in an organic gain medium surrounding a plasmonic nanoparticle lattice. Shortening of both the pulse build-up and duration times was achieved by tuning the band-edge on the blue side of the gain medium emission maximum. Rate-equation simulations were used for describing the dynamics, and FDTD simulations revealed the nontrivial spatial dependence of the field profiles during the lasing action. Both simulations confirm the ultrafast dynamics for realistic model parameters. Our results show that organic gain material, combined with a plasmonic nanostructure, can provide ultrafast lasing dynamics. The combination of high modulation speeds, small footprint, and low acquisition cost provided by the organic gain suggests that this type of laser is promising for all-optical switching and sensing. In this context, the stability and tunability of our laser devices are highly important characteristics.

Methods {#sec2}
=======

Sample Fabrication {#sec2.1}
------------------

The gold nanoparticle arrays were fabricated on borosilicate glass slides with electron-beam lithography. To couple the dye molecules to the gold arrays, a 15 mM solution of IR-140 dye in 1:2 dimethyl sulfoxide/benzyl alcohol (DMSO/BA) was deposited on the array substrate. This mixing ratio of DMSO/BA was chosen to match the refractive index of the borosilicate substrate. To seal the IR-140 solution on the substrate, an identical borosilicate glass slide was placed on top. In this configuration, the dye solution creates a uniform film of ∼10 μm, which surrounds the arrays and bonds the glass substrates. Nanoparticle arrays can support both dark and bright mode lasing.^[@ref19]^ Here our focus is the dynamics, and we wish to avoid complexity arising from the multimode operation. Therefore, we have chosen particle size and other parameters such that they favor bright mode lasing.^[@ref19]^

Experimental Setup and Time-Integrated Double-Pump Spectroscopy {#sec2.2}
---------------------------------------------------------------

A schematic view of the optical setup is shown in [Figure S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.nanolett.8b00531/suppl_file/nl8b00531_si_001.pdf). Angle-resolved transmission and photoluminescence were obtained by collecting the transmitted/emitted light with an objective (10×, 0.3 NA). We focused the back-focal plane image of the objective to the entrance slit of the spectrometer. The spectrometer slit stands in vertical orientation (*y*-axis), and therefore each position along the *y*-axis of the CCD corresponded to a particular angle of transmitted/emitted light (θ~*y*~), which maps to an in-plane momentum of optical modes on the sample. A beam splitter was used to direct part of the image to a second CCD camera for far-field real-space or 2D-momentum-space imaging. LabVIEW software was developed in house to automatize both power dependence and double-pump measurements and to allow acquisition of real-space and momentum-space sample images simultaneously. We excited the sample above threshold with a 70 fs pump pulse. The time-integrated nonlinear emission was generated with a weak probe pulse that had the same spectral properties as the pump. The angle of incidence, for both pump and probe pulses, was ∼45°, and the spots were elliptical with an area of 0.1 mm^2^. Note that the spot size was chosen to be ten times larger than the square arrays to ensure spatial overlap between the pump and the probe throughout the displacement range of the motorized probe pulse mirror stage.

The double-pump spectroscopy,^[@ref4]^[Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}a,b, operates as follows. At negative time delays, Δ*t* \< 0, the probe proceeds the pump and excites molecules to the upper laser level. However, the population inversion is insufficient to trigger lasing action. Instead, the excited population decays through spontaneous decay channels (radiative and nonradiative), considerably slower. If the negative time delay is larger than the spontaneous emission time, one observes the output for essentially independent pulses, *I*^w^ + *I*^s^. If the negative time delay is smaller than the spontaneous decay time of the molecule, the population inversion created by the weak probe will hold until the strong pump arrives, and thus the probe and pump powers effectively sum up, *P*^w^ + *P*^s^, and produce an output intensity *I*^w+s^, which is larger than *I*^w^ + *I*^s^ due to the strong nonlinearity around the threshold power. Therefore, the behavior of the output intensity for negative delays can be used for measuring the spontaneous decay time. The situation is completely different at positive delays, Δ*t* \> 0. The population inversion, generated by the pump, exceeds the lasing threshold value, resulting in stimulated (fast) laser pulse emission. The population inversion decays quickly, and the probe can only contribute to the lasing pulse if it arrives before the output pulse is emitted. In other words, the pump and probe powers effectively sum up and give *I*^w+s^ only if the probe arrives during the laser pulse generation. Otherwise the time-integrated output is *I*^w^ + *I*^s^. Consequently, we can directly measure the lasing dynamics (positive delays) and Purcell enhancement (negative delays) by simply varying the delay between pump and probe pulses. Note that the standard deviation bars in power dependence and double-pump spectroscopy represent the average of 3 or 4 measurements of the same array. The formula that we used to calculate the standard deviation is , where *V*~average~ is the average value, *V*~npnts~ is number of measurements, and *Y*~*i*~ is the value of each measurement.

Rate-Equation Model {#sec2.3}
-------------------

The material parameters for rate-equation model were obtained as follows. In ref ([@ref27]), the radiative decay time (spontaneous emission lifetime) of level 2 is τ~21~ = 5.1 ns, the vibrational relaxation times τ~32~ = 0.7 ps and τ~10~ = 4 ps, and the nonradiative decay time τ~20~ = 240 ps ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}a). From these, we used τ~10~ and τ~20~ directly because there is no particular reason to assume that these vibrational relaxation times would change in our setting. However, we calculated the spontaneous emission lifetime based on the measured spontaneous decay time, 180 ps, which includes the contribution of both radiative and nonradiative decay. By assuming that the Purcell effect enhances only the radiative decay rate, we obtain τ~21~ = 720 ps. We neglect the enhancement of the nonradiative rate because in the context of a four-level model, the nonradiative transition (τ~20~) accounts for all complicated molecular relaxation processes such as vibrational relaxations, which would otherwise be beyond the four-level model. Purcell effect is a resonant process,^[@ref28]^ and we assume that the nonradiative transition (containing one or more steps) is not in resonance with the lasing mode (SLR). Fluorescence quenching is significantly very close (a few nanometers) to the metal,^[@ref29],[@ref30]^ and the fraction of quenched emitters within the total lasing mode volume is a minute. Finally, τ~32~ should be the same order of magnitude as the literature value, but it can also be shorter because, when we tune the lasing energy (the band-edge) toward higher energies (blue side of the dye emission), the molecule does not need to relax as far in the vibrational manifold before emitting a photon. Thus, τ~32~ in the four-level model can be effectively shorter, which can enhance the dynamics.

The lasing mode is assumed to have a plasmonic character, and its lifetime corresponds to the measured SLR lifetime. We found that the line width of the SLR mode slightly broadens when moving toward higher energies, which is due to the increase of the plasmonic component of the SLR. The quality factor of the SLR at 590 and 570 nm period gives *Q* = 254 and *Q* = 182, respectively. These convert to lifetimes of τ~cav~ = 121 fs and τ~cav~ = 84 fs. The lasing dynamics in the rate-equation model is very sensitive to the lasing mode (or cavity) lifetime, and the shorter lifetime with a shorter period (band-edge in higher energy) leads to faster built-up time and a shorter pulse duration. We have simulated the lasing action with two different parameter choices: (1) τ~cav~ = 121 fs, τ~32~ = 700 fs and (2) τ~cav~ = 84 fs, τ~32~ = 577 fs. The first choice corresponds to a 590 nm period with a band-edge at 1.39 eV, and second one corresponds to a 570 nm period with a band-edge at 1.43 eV. The change of τ~32~ is proportional to the energy difference from the pump (at 800 nm, 1.55 eV) to the band-edge. Faster dynamics giving a higher modulation speed was obtained for the second parameter set as seen in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}b. The major contribution to faster dynamics yields from the change in the mode lifetime. We have performed a systematic analysis of the modulation speed in the four-dimensional parameter space of β, τ~21~, τ~32~, and τ~cav~; see [Figure S12](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.nanolett.8b00531/suppl_file/nl8b00531_si_001.pdf). The employed rate-equations are described in detail in the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.nanolett.8b00531/suppl_file/nl8b00531_si_001.pdf), Method 1.

FDTD Model {#sec2.4}
----------

Our FDTD model for lasing adapts a semiclassical lasing model,^[@ref25]^ with a four-level gain medium, to the array structure ([Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.nanolett.8b00531/suppl_file/nl8b00531_si_001.pdf), Method 2). For the gain medium, we used lifetimes τ~30~ = 1 ns, τ~32~ = 0.7 ps, τ~10~ = 4 ps, and τ~21~ = 720 ps. Here we used the enhanced radiative decay rate for τ~21~ rather than the value (5.1 ns) in a vacuum.

We cover one side of the array with a 200 nm thick layer of gain material with a concentration of 15 mM. We use perfectly matched layer (PML) boundaries along the *z*-axis and periodic boundary conditions along the *x*- and *y*-directions. Here we also assume that the solutions are symmetric in the *xy*-directions. The system is excited with plane-wave pulses that travel orthogonally to the array plane and generate *x*-polarized dipoles ([Figure S7](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.nanolett.8b00531/suppl_file/nl8b00531_si_001.pdf)). Note that for the FDTD simulations, we present the dynamics following a single pump pulse, not pump--probe experiment simulations as for the rate-equation simulations. This is because the main purpose of the FDTD simulations is to demonstrate the highly inhomogeneous and nontrivial spatial dependence of the fields during the lasing action.

The Supporting Information is available free of charge on the [ACS Publications website](http://pubs.acs.org) at DOI: [10.1021/acs.nanolett.8b00531](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.nanolett.8b00531).Additional figures of experimental setup, double-pump resolution, band-edge mode lifetime, lasing power dependence and dynamics for *y*-polarized dipoles, spontaneous emission lifetime, electric filed magnitude, SEM image, power dependence spectra, power dependence of IR-140, directionality at deep-blue region, sensitivity analysis of the rate-equation model, and rate-equation simulation at 8P~*th*~ as well as methods for rate-equation and FTDT modeling ([PDF](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.nanolett.8b00531/suppl_file/nl8b00531_si_001.pdf))
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